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Abstract: This paper presents the use in fashion design of the squares tiling variants, which are based 
on the proportions of the Golden section. As a result of the use of the versions of  squares tiling on the 
base of Golden section proportions for designing of aesthetic, beautiful and harmonic clothing, it can 
be concluded that in fashion design the Golden squares can be used in different position, 
combinations,  proportions toward the clothing sizes, and color decisions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 As a symbol of beauty and harmony the proportions in the Golden ratio are used in 
creation of different type of tiling, which are used in design. This paper presents the use in 
fashion design of the squares tiling variants, which are based on the proportions of the 
Golden section. The idea about the paper is inspired by the article [3], which presents the use 
in fashion design of the squares tiling models, based of Fibonacci numbers proportions. The 
inspiration comes by the reason that the spiral form squares tiling on the base Fibonacci 
numbers proportions is similar to the spiral form squares tiling on the base the Golden ratio. 
By this reason another variant of squares tiling in Golden ratio proportions are looked for, 
similar to the Fibonacci series squares tiling, formed side by side [1]. The third variant, used 
in the presented paper, is a variant of Pythagorean tiling in proportions of Golden section [5]. 
 
2. SQUARES TILING IN GOLDEN PROPORTIONS 
  
 Figure 1 presents the spiral form squares tiling on the base of the Golden ratio. [2, 4] 
A Golden rectangle (a rectangle with proportion of the sides equal to the Golden ratio) is 
drawn. A square with sides, equal to the larger side of the Golden rectangle, is set on the 
larger side of the Golden rectangle. Both the Golden rectangle and the square form a bigger 
Golden rectangle. A square with sides, equal to the larger side of the bigger Golden rectangle, 
is put to the larger side of the bigger Golden rectangle. The same drawings repeat in the spiral 
direction and the squares in proportions of Golden ration form a squares tiling in spiral form. 
This tiling is the frame for creation of the Golden spiral [4].  
 Figure 2 presents the side by side squares tiling on the base of the Golden Ratio, 
which is similar to the Fibonacci series squares tiling, created side by side in two 
perpendicular linear directions, which is presented in [1]. A Golden rectangle is drawn. A 
square with sides, equal to the larger side of the Golden rectangle, is set on the larger side of 
the Golden rectangle. Both the Golden rectangle and the square form a bigger Golden 
rectangle. A square with sides, equal to the larger side of the bigger Golden rectangle, is put 
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to the larger side of the bigger Golden rectangle. The same drawings repeat in two 
perpendicular linear directions and form other variant of squares tiling in side by side or a 
diagonal form.    
 Figure 3 presents a Golden variant of Pythagorean Tiling [5]. In presented variant the 
proportion between the sides of the smaller and bigger squares is equal to the Golden ratio.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. The Golden squares tiling in spiral form 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The Golden squares tiling in two perpendicular linear directions 
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Figure 3. Pythagorean tiling in Golden ration proportion 
 
3.  THE GOLDEN TILING WITH SQUARES IN FASHION DESIGN 
 
 Figures 4 and 5 present models of ladies’ dresses with design using the Golden 
squares tiling in spiral form, which is shown in figure 1. The differences in the use of the 
tiling are in the situation of the tiling in the front, the tiling proportions toward the dress, and 
the color decisions.  
In the dress shown in figure 4 the basic Golden rectangle lies on its smaller side and it is 
situated close to the middle of the waist line. The color decision is on the base of two contrast 
colors.  
 In figure 5 the basic Golden rectangle lies on its larger side and is situated on the 
waist line close to the right side seam. The color decision is in the blue range.  
The size of the Golden tiling in the dress, presented in figure 4 is a little smaller than the size 
of the tiling in the dress, which is shown in figure 5.  
Figures 6 and 7 present models of ladies’ dresses with design using the Golden squares tiling 
in two perpendicular linear directions.  
 In the lady’s dress, shown in figure 6, the basic Golden rectangle is lies on its larger 
side and it is situated in the center of the waist line. Two forms of the Golden squares tiling in 
two perpendicular linear directions are created on the base the Golden rectangle. Two colors 
are used for the square, which are formed around the basic Golden rectangle. The Golden 
rectangle and the places outside the both forms of tiling are colored in different color than the 
both colors used in tiling. The color scheme in the tiling is the next: the both 1st and 2nd 
squares, which are drawn around the Golden rectangle, are colored in one and the same color. 
The next two 3rd and 4th squares are colored in one and the same color too, but different than 
the color of the 1st and 2nd square. The 5th and 6th squares are colored in the same color like 
the 1st and 2nd ones; the 7th and 8th squares are colored in the same color like the 3rd and 4th 
ones; and etc.  
 The design of the lady’s dress in figure 7 uses the same way of use of the Golden 
squares tiling in two perpendicular linear directions, but in this creation, the empty places is 
filled with forms of the same tiling. Two colors scheme is used for the basic Golden rectangle 
and the squares. The color scheme is the same like the color scheme in the tiling in the dress 
in figure 6 as the basic Golden rectangle is colored in the color of the 3rd and 4th squares.  
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 The design of the lady’s dress, presented in figure 8, uses a quad-spiral version of 
Golden squares tiling in two perpendicular linear directions, which is shown in figure 2. This 
quad-spiral version is inspired by quad-spiral version of Fibonacci squares tiling in two 
perpendicular linear directions from [1]. The color scheme with 2 colors is the same like the 
dress in figure 7. By this way of coloring the effect of increased Golden rectangles rows is 
made. The model in figure 8 the center of the quad spiral is situated in the middle of the 
breast.  
 The design of the model of a lady’s dress, presented in figure 9, uses Pythagorean 
tiling in Golden proportions in two colored model. 

  

 

Figures 4 and 5. Design of ladies’ dresses using the Golden squares tiling in spiral form 
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Figures 6 and 7. 
Design of ladies’ dresses using the Golden squares tiling in two perpendicular linear directions 
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Figures 8. Design of a lady’s dress using 
the quad-spiral version of the Golden 

squares tiling in two perpendicular linear 
directions 

Figures 9. 
Design of a lady’s dress using Pythagorean tiling 

in Golden proportions 
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4.  CONCLUSION 
 As a result of the use of the versions of  squares tiling on the base of Golden section 
proportions for designing of aesthetic, beautiful and harmonic clothing, it can be concluded 
that in fashion design the Golden squares can be used in different position, combinations, 
 proportions toward the clothing sizes, and color decisions. 
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